
ENGLISH 
CHALLENGE  

8th January 2018 

Complete the challenges and email or hand your entries in to Mrs Knapp in G2 
 

Points are awarded to house challenges as follows: 

 

4 points are available across two tasks: one easy and one more challenging.  

2 additional points for the most imaginative entry for task 2.  

Staff name / initials 

Staff challenge: Using speech punctuation and layout, improve the dialogue below.  

This is too much! Arthur said, shaking.  Listen, please, I beg you! Van Helsing said. 

If Lucy is dead … What do you mean? Arthur demanded, angrily. Has she been 

buried alive? Tell me, has she?  I did not say she was alive, Van Helsing said. She 

is … She is what? Arthur shouted. 

Two extra points for the challenge on Page 39 of the SpaG booklet 



Word of the Week: 

ORIGIN:  Latin: aequalitatem 
= uniform, identical, equal 

MEANING: 

Adjective or noun. 
The principle that all people are 

equal, deserving equal rights and 

opportunities:   



Golden Rules for punctuating speech 

 New speaker - new line 

 

 “ “ go around what is actually said 

 

 There MUST be punctuation: . , ?! inside the “ “  

 

 Rules for capital letters and full stops remain the same 

– Full stops only occur at the end of the SENTENCE, not 

the end of what is spoken. 

 

 Written text and spoken text are different clauses and 

must be separated with a punctuation mark (most often a 

comma).  

 

 Remember to say how the person is speaking or 

feeling, (Don‟t use only „said‟.) 

SPEAKER LAST 

“Tom, Tom, where are you?” cried Sarah as she ran through the 

woods. 

“I think she went that way,” replied the elderly man. 

SPEAKER FIRST 

She asked, “How did you know?”  

The man shouted, “Help I am falling!” 

SPEAKER IN THE MIDDLE 

“Mending the washing machine,” he said, “is a specialist 

occupation.”  

“I saw the van come tearing round the corner,” the witness 

explained, “then it jumped the curb and crashed into the shop.” 

Correct ALL the punctuation in these egalitarian, spoken statements  

we all have equal opportunities in education stated ms brown 

girls should be applying for jobs in engineering science and mathematics ms fuller 

snapped angrily they are not just careers for boys 

the sociology student asked calmly why do company bosses in the UK earn 200 

X that of their average worker 

all students commented Mrs Knapp are equally wonderful sometimes its just 

better hidden in some than in others 



Historic peace talks 

between North and South 

Korea start this week.  

Imagine the opening 

conversation between the 

two leaders  

President 

Moon Jae-in  

Kim Jong Un 

Using speech to start sentences, speech in the middle of sentences and speech 

to end sentences, write the way this initial meeting may go. Give each speaker the 

opportunity to mention Egalitarian/ ism at least once  

Two points for accuracy and two for creativity  


